
The Cadiant™ Dynamic Lighting Experience

BRING THE  
OUTDOORS IN
Only Mother Nature Does Natural Light Better.
Cree Lighting’s Cadiant™ Dynamic Skylight brings the outdoors in, recreating the 
sensation of being under a natural sky for an interior lighting experience that’s as 
smart as it is visually stunning. 

For architects, lighting designers and specifiers seeking the visual impact and human benefits  
of a real skylight — but without the associated high costs or construction limitations — the  
Cadiant™ experience is an exciting, dynamic daylighting solution that delivers the sensation of  
bringing the outdoors in to any interior space. 



Visit creelighting-canada.com or contact a Cree Lighting representative to learn more.
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RECREATES THE DYNAMIC EXPERIENCE OF BEING  
UNDER A NATURAL SKY

 Uses advanced lighting control and colour-changing 
technology to simulate the natural dawn to dusk arc of  
the sun 

 Proprietary design allows for east to west sun movement 
across the sky

 Delivers up to 3200 lumens of dynamic colour illumination 

ENHANCES ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS WITH VISUAL IMPACT 
AND DRAMATIC SCENE-SETTING

 Brings an architectural aesthetic to any space

 Creates a design signature in open offices and  
tech-savvy environments along with education and 
healthcare-related spaces 

 Can create a dramatic visual threshold or highlight areas  
of interest

 Deep 8” depth gives the impression of a true sky

VALUABLE SENSORY CONNECTION TO THE OUTDOORS  
FOR PEOPLE WITHOUT WINDOWS

 Evidence suggests lighting that tracks the cadence of the  
day may benefit mood and sense of well-being, productivity 
and cognition 

 The deep 8” recess looks like a portal to the “sky” and creates 
light distribution similar to actual daylight 

 Visual acuity and comfort are enhanced for the people in the 
space with unmatched vertical and horizontal footcandles

 None of the leaks, yellowing, hazing or grime of a traditional 
skylight

Cadiant™ Dynamic Lighting Experience

LET THE OUTDOORS INTO YOUR INDOOR WORLD.
Forget virtual skylights. Cree Lighting’s Cadiant™ Dynamic Skylight is a sensory experience that delivers a natural lighting experience 
following the cadence of the day, creating a striking architectural element within the space. This interactive, intelligent lighting solution 
realistically recreates the full sensation of being under a natural sky, effectively bringing the outdoors in — evoking a true connection 
between the people in the space and the outdoors.

KEY APPLICATIONS
Any new construction, renovation or retrofit that 
benefits from bringing the outside indoors to improve 
the end user experience in the space and help to  
create that connection to nature.

• Commercial Offices — Conference 
Rooms, C-Level Offices, Open Cubicle 
Spaces

• Healthcare — Waiting Rooms,  
Café Spaces, Nurses Stations

• Education — Classrooms, Cafeterias, 
Study/Library Spaces

• Retail — Entrance Areas, Break 
Rooms, Branding Areas

STANDALONE SYSTEM ENABLED BY SMARTCAST® TECHNOLOGY  
ADVANCED LIGHTING CONTROLS

The Cadiant™ Dynamic Lighting Experience takes the advanced 
lighting control and colour changing capabilities of LEDs to the 
next level while interacting with and connecting to other fixtures 
in the space to create an overall scene that fits the needs of the 
space.

 An intuitive, wall-mounted touchscreen with a clean graphic 
interface gives fingertip control over multiple Cadiant™ 
luminaires

 Early Morning, Midday, Afternoon, Late Afternoon, Dusk and 
Cloudy presets are standard; end users can easily create 
and save their own presets with simple control over the light 
levels and colours profiles

 SmartCast® Technology allows the nearby fixtures to harmonize 
with illumination changes from Cadiant™ luminaires

 Code-compliant controls and SmartCast® automated set up 
and commissioning make it easy to specify 

 Stand-alone system eliminates IT hassles and specification 


